Incidence Percent Change between 1997 and 2006
Numbers (burden) vs Rates (risk)
All Ages

US Incidence estimates based on SEER age-specific rates applied to US population.
Burden is the change in the number of incidence cases between 1997 and 2006.
Risk is the change in the cancer incidence rates between 1997 and 2006.

Ovary excludes borderline cases or histologies 8442, 8451, 8462, 8472, and 8473.

Ovary a

a Ovary excludes borderline cases or histologies 8442, 8451, 8462, 8472, and 8473.
Mortality Percent Change between 1997 and 2006
Numbers (burden) vs Rates (risk)
All Ages

US Mortality estimates based on US age-specific rates applied to US population.
Burden is the change in the number of deaths between 1997 and 2006.
Risk is the change in the cancer death rates between 1997 and 2006.